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A Message from the President 

 
 
 
Welcome to another edition of our Society’s magazine Between the Lines. This is the first of our bi-monthly editions so 
we are breaking new ground. 
 
I have contributed the next piece in the History of the Godfrey clan showing in a time line with the 17th century and    
setting out some of the history that they lived through in England. I started this in the last edition for the 16th century and 
have found the exercise very interesting and rewarding. This article continues with the Alchornes who lived in Sussex 
then moved to Kent. The Godfrey clan doesn’t appear until the next time. 
 
I recently obtained my DNA from Ancestry and am now going to do the Gedmatch etc and take it further to try and link 
with others. I know there are some of you who have also got to this stage but have not gone onto the final step. So, 
when I have worked it all out, I will offer a day in the library for those who are interested. Watch this space. 
 
And now for something a bit on the light side. Prior to Oyster Cards being introduced in England there was an           
advertising campaign to encourage people to purchase return tickets and not just singles. This included posters in the 
London underground, one of which was of Henry VIII with the caption “When I visit the Tower of London, I always     
purchase a return ticket”, to this underneath someone had added the graffiti line “and I buy a single ticket for the       
missus”. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front page illustrations: top -English Language homestays; bottom- earthschoolinginfo 
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    The Senseless State of the Census in Australia 
By Diane Oldman #0025 

 
Australian genealogists and family historians have always been envious of the ‘snapshot in time’ afforded their 
counterparts in other countries whose 19th century census returns were retained and eventually released for the benefit 
of research.  The first National Census in Australia was taken in 1911 in accordance with the Census and Statistics Act 
1905. Until 1996, all National Census forms since Federation were routinely destroyed after all statistical data had been 
extracted. After many years of lobbying by medical, genealogical and social researchers, the Australian Government 
announced that the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs would 
commence an ‘inquiry into the treatment of name-identified forms collected in population censuses on 7 May 1997 at 
the request of the Treasurer, the Hon Peter Costello MP. 
 
This announcement was followed by a ‘call to arms’ to all genealogists and genealogical societies to harangue their 
members of Parliament and to make submissions to the inquiry. The Save the Census Campaign was led by Nick Vine 
Hall, Chairman of AFFHO’s Census Working Party. Organisations and individuals in all States and Territories across 
Australia submitted 289 submissions.   

 
Some of you may remember that Rockingham Branch of WAGS (as we were back 
then) achieved a high profile in these proceedings when submissions were 
forwarded by the Branch authored by myself as President, another by our Library 
Committee authored by Alison Smith; and by individuals Pam Cowgill, Peter Dodd 
and me.  From September to November 1997 the Standing Committee heard 
testimony under Parliamentary rules in the major cities of Australia. I was selected 
to testify in Perth on 8th September in the Legislative Council Committee Office. 
 
Left: a much younger me in Parliament 22 years ago. 
 
 

What Happened Next? 
In 2001, at the census taken in the centenary year of Federation, Australians were asked for the first time to tick the box 
if they wished to have their census form retained and released after 99 years (when probably no one will care!). 
FHSRD, by then independent of WAGS, campaigned during the year to raise awareness of the importance of ‘ticking 
the box’ and organised a ‘Save the Census’ stall during census week in August 2001. The result: 9,998,428 (over 52%) 
of people in Australia said yes.  If you are interested, you can Google the results of the subsequent censuses.  The 
bottom line is that we have well and truly lagged behind the rest of the world in census retention—losing most of the 
19th century colonial data and all of the 20th century.  The 21st century has been a slight improvement if one could only 
forget the 2016 debacle organised by the Australian Government and IBM (costing $440 million).  Nonetheless it will 
continue with our next compulsory National Census, some questions being optional (e.g. religion) and the 
genealogically useful data by ‘invitation only’ unless the opting-in box is removed.  
 
Almost, but not quite! 
Wartime measures allowed some little known ‘almost census-taking’.   
 
A ‘secret census’ was taken by a special intelligence bureau between June and December 1916 containing many 
thousands of names in connection with World War I.  It concerned itself with non-British nationals and gives names, 
addresses, occupations and ages for people in the six States.  The records can be found in the Australiana Federal 
Police files of the National Archives (assuming these have not been destroyed in the fervour of political correctness 
which now abounds). 

 
 
The National Register of 1939 was a compilation of documents including a 
census of male persons between the ages of 18 and 65 and a census of 
property. It was never published and, as part of its history project, the ABS 
is now making this available. [Author’s note: I don’t think ‘making this 
available’ means online digitised, indexed, searchable names—at least I 
haven’t found it yet].   
 
Needless to say, this ‘census’ was not met with any degree of enthusiasm, 
especially by the trade unions as it was seen as a precursor to 
conscription, despite this newspaper quote:  “Mr Lyons emphasised the 
point that registration did not imply compulsory service in the armed forces, 
in industry, in agriculture, or in any other way.  It was merely a record and 
classification of the man-power of the Commonwealth.” 
 
According to Wikipedia, a ‘man-power’ census was also taken prior to WWI 
but I have not investigated this. 
 

 West Australian 5th April 1939                                                                                                   Continued page 4 
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The Senseless State of Census in Australia continued…... 
 
 
So What About the Colonies/States? 
Every Colony and/or State in Australia enumerated population since its inception.  In NSW the early counts related to 
musters and were mostly about convicts rather than free settlers or military personnel (1788-1825).  In 1828 the first full 
census was taken and we have a copy in our Library.  From 1833 to the end of the 20th century 23 censuses were taken 
and all but two (1841 and 1891) were destroyed.  Other Colonies/States have similar stories—these are listed in Nick 
Vine Hall’s ‘Tracing Your Family History in Australia’ also in our Library. 
 
When the 1881 British Empire Census was taken, Colonial statisticians enthusiastically entered the fray with results of  
population numbers below.  This could have been Australia’s first national census, but unfortunately other statisticians 
enthusiastically destroyed the raw data, except the Northern Territory which can be found in the National Archives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Western Australia’s Censuses 
As in other colonies, the Swan River Colony had early musters of its free settlers. Names, arrival dates, property and 
other details can be found online in a transcription and digitisation of correspondence by Lieutenant Governor Stirling to 
Sir George Murray. A direct link can be found at  http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks14/1402751h.html#ch-01  and section 
39.1-4 displays images of the 30th January 1830 Musters. 
 
Censuses taken in 1832, 1836, 1837 and 1859 (York only) are available in the Battye Library, 3rd floor of the WA State 
Library.  Of these, the 1832 Census has been published by Ian Berryman in a book entitled ‘A Colony Detailed: the first 
census of Western Australia’; and the 1837 Census has been extracted from Colonial Office records by SLWA staff and 
published in book format. The 1859 Census of the York District has been published online by the State Record Office, 
and the Brady Family Tree website has it indexed by all manner of criteria by Alexandra and Darryl Brady, Karen Phillips 
and Michelle Kirwan. All other censuses taken pre-Federation have been destroyed.    
 
As a person who is involved in pre-Federation Western Australian history, the lack of survival of these crucial records 
has been frustrating.  BUT there are some little known mini-censuses that had been taken and are ‘hiding’ in records. 
 
In a book entitled ‘Outstation on the Vasse 1830-1850’ by Rodger Jennings, are listed the names of people in that 
district and the Sabina Settlement from a census taken by Charles Bussell in August 1840.  I do not have a copy of this 
book and thus cannot give a reference for Jennings’ source.  Among the names were Captain and Georgiana Molloy 
and four children; the Bussell brothers and families of course; the Turner family; Dawsons; Hepinstones; in fact a great 
many who had arrived in Western Australia on ‘Warrior’ in 1830.  Of interest to Marjorie Burton and myself were serving 
soldiers of a detachment of the 51st Regiment, as well as former 21st Regiment soldiers who had discharged from the 
Army and settled in WA: Roger Guerin, George Wallace and David Earnshaw.  We are profiling British Army soldiers for 
the website https://redcoat-settlerswa.com 
 
Similarly, a mini-census taken by Toodyay’s Resident Magistrate Frederick Slade for 30th November 1849 as part of his 
Statistical Returns to the Government shows 58 households with a total population of 360 men, women and children. 
Rica Erickson in her book ‘Old Toodyay and Newcastle’ shows a copy of this census and a transcribed list of names. 
 

Finally I will mention Bishop Rosendo Salvado’s list of names of Catholics counted between 1854 
and 1856.  Salvado rather amusingly makes the point that his findings of 2,107 people was more 
than that published in the September 1854 Colonial Census (2,034).  Of course we need to take his 
word for that; he clearly gained access to the census before it was destroyed!  Salvado’s 
enumeration covered Perth and Fremantle and all other populated districts of the time. It offers no 
other useful information: ages, ships of arrival etc. but is useful at placing Catholic families in 
particular districts. If Salvado’s numbers are correct, then Catholics made up 17.6% of the 
population at that time. You can find his work in the Battye Library Call No. Acc. 3815A 
 
I am sure there are many more mini-censuses hiding in Colonial records.  Wouldn’t the discovery 
and publishing of all of these be a wonderful project for someone! 
 
Left: Postcard of Rosendo Salvado. 

http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks14/1402751h.html#ch-01
https://redcoat-settlerswa.com/
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Early Developments around Geraldton Part Two  
                                                                          By Keith Good 
 

In the previous article I made the comment that there appeared to be no floggings or savage sentences in the Victoria 
District, as the area around Geraldton was known at the time. The men sentenced to serve their time in the district 
would all have been aware of the punishment meted out to the four men who attempted to escape by boat at Shark Bay, 
and this would have been a deterrent for other misbehaviour. One was sentenced to fifty lashes with his ticket           
suspended, while the other three received three years hard labour in irons. An edict issued by England in the early days 
of transportation to the colony stated: ‘additional sentences to irons, the roads, the treadmill or to hard labour was to be 
served in addition to the original sentence’. In the twentieth century it was frequently thought that there were no              
floggings or harsh sentences in this colony. This was not true. Even as far back as 1827 there are records of such    
punishments taking place shortly after the settlement at King Georges Sound by Major Lockyer who had been sent from 
New South Wales for just such a purpose. 
 
By 1853 it was decided in official circles in the Victoria district that the importance of Port Gregory would warrant a    
separate town site; this was surveyed nearby and named Packington after the then Secretary of State for the Colonies 
in England. Some miles inland at Lynton, a depot or hiring station was officially reserved in March of that year together 
with an adjoining Pensioner Village for locating each of the Enrolled Pensioners on 3 acres of good ground. Sixty men 
and pensioners arrived from England in the Pryenees on 1st May 1853 and twenty-two days later, with quickly earned 
tickets-of-leave they sailed in the Leander to Port Gregory. It is a little surprising that a depot should have been         
established on the near northern edge of a settled district. While it was seen that they would be of distinct help to the 
pastoralists, the original motive for sending these men to the Victoria district was to work on the road between the     
Geraldine Mine and Port Gregory. It was anticipated at the time that Port Gregory would be of greater importance to the 
district than Champion Bay. The Geraldine mine has, of course, long since been abandoned.  
 
The first sixty ‘ticket’ men were a specially chosen group, including men with mining experience from Cornwall and the 
North Country and trained artisans who could adapt their knowledge to the needs of the district. It was apparently     
expected that everyone would live happily as one family group and no man would ever have occasion to return to the 
hiring station. Whatever line official reasoning took, their arrival was unheralded and A.C. Gregory, who was surveying 
in the area at the time, complained bitterly about the lack of preparation that had been carried out, apart from the   
providing a few tents. Yet the establishment of the depot had resulted in its’ receiving its’ quota of officials and they were 
duly listed: Visiting Magistrate, W.Burges Esq. £50; Medical Attendant Mr. J. Horrocks £60; Senior Assistant              
Superintendent, Mr. C.F. Gregory £109 10s; 1 Overseer £61 2s 6d; 2 Instructing Warders, Royal Sappers and Miners. 
Even in those days bureaucrats knew how to look after themselves! 
 
In December 1854 all the men who were living in the depot were quartered in one large tent while another tent served 
as a hospital. The Depot, situated on a bend in the river, was in a narrow valley, rock strewn, infertile, often waterless 
and in the summer quite airless. In winter conditions were reversed. Bitterly cold air blew unhampered from the         
continental interior and down through the upper reaches of the valley. Within a short time of their arrival the men were   
stricken with scurvy, and at Baker Well, on the upper reaches of the Hutt River, the men were supervised while they 
dug, hoed and planted vegetables. The soil was a black and sandy loam extending for a few acres but the water was 
most unsatisfactory during the summer months, so that the supply of vegetables was only for a few months each year. 
To fill in their day the Comptroller-General suggested that the pensioners gather salt from the lagoon and this they did in 
a spasmodic way. In June 1855 the Preston loaded forty-five large sacks of salt and 200 small bags. William Burges, 
the Visiting Magistrate, had never approved of Port Gregory as a site, although he gave no reason for his view. When 
the Governor at one stage remarked in correspondence to Burges that complaints had been made to him that the     
position was unhealthy, Burges wrote back to him abruptly  ‘I had neither hand act or part in the selection of the site of 
either the pensioner Village or the Depot, nor was I even consulted on the subject’                                     
  
By 1855 when J.S.Harris R.M., of Toodyay visited the area he reported that some of the pensioners had erected       
cottages of two rooms for an average family of six. The pensioners failed for two seasons. Some of the families were 
still living in small bell tents and had been for two years, and the tents were rotten and wretched in the extreme. One 
man had lain in such a tent for two years, unable to move due to rheumatism. Yet there must have been people around 
who helped him to survive. I am sure that at times we have all felt that we have experienced hard conditions in life, but 
surely the worst of what we have suffered does not compare with those conditions.  
 
Once the men were out working on the stations or the mine, it was not very long before some of the men expressed 
great resentment at their very low wages. They either refused to go into private service from the depot or they worked 
so unsatisfactorily when sent to a position that they were returned to the depot at Lynton. Instructions were sent from 
Fremantle that all such men were to be turned out of the depot to fend for themselves, as it was felt by the authorities 
that when the ticket-of-leave holders endured privations and hardships they would then be glad to work. They did fend 
for themselves, often living clandestinely at the houses or stations of the settlers, or possibly living by a more dishonest 
means. There was an outcry in the District over this policy, and Burges suspended it, finding that his policy of ‘hard 
work, no pay and strict discipline in the Depot were the most effective means of keeping men in private service and out 
of the Depot’ 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                Continued  Page 6 
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Early Developments around Geraldton cont…. 

Despite all of the hardships that were endured by all who lived and worked in the District, either voluntarily, or sent by 
the authorities, progress was gradually made in establishing the region.  By the 1870’s townships had been developed, 
schools opened, churches established and hotels built in the towns to serve the needs of both local people and        
travellers. About 160 years later the region is regarded as an important part of our State 
Source 
1) Ancient Landmarks written by Mary Albertus Bain (now deceased) and first published in 1975 by the University of 

Western Australia Press 
 
                                                         oooooooooooooooooooooooOoooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
 

 
Bits and Pieces 

 
 
 
 
ScotlandsPeople(@ScotlandsPeople) Leon Daly  from Twitter 
 
When you take your new baby to be registered by an absent-minded registrar...  "Something - George Something,    
lawful son to what-ye-call-him in Mains of Barskimming was baptized April 9th 1704".   
From the OPR for Ochiltree in Ayrshire. (Ref: 609/1. Fr 367) https://t.co/FEJqbCK6sx  

 
 
Leon Daly from Twitter 
My Brother just sent me the will of our Great-Great-Great-Great-Great-Great -Great –Great Grandfather from 1785 and 
it’s all amazing but his grudge against Sarah Halliday is the best bit. 
 
My wife, Mary,£30, half his household goods except the copper, the leaven tub and cheese press, the kitchen while she 
remains a widow, one cow 
My son William Finns, the rest of the household goods, peaceable and free use of the kitchen to brew and bake and 
wash in when he has occupation or his heirs, all the rest of his quick goods , beasts, sheep, mares, the house I live in 
and Heath Land, also appointed executor. If William marries Sarah Halliday, then he is bequeathed only one shilling. 
 
 
On reading Mary Temple’s thought provoking article on family recipes I have this confession to make. My wife’s    
grandparents ran the shop below. As you can seen on the shop blind one of their attractions was their home made      
ice-cream. 
We have the secret recipe, written on a small scrap of paper, safely stored amongst 49 years of collected items     
somewhere in the house. Don’t worry, it’s on my to do list!  
John Wiseman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

You must have come across little tit bits during your research, why not send them in. 
 

 

https://t.co/FEJqbCK6sx
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Collecting Family Recipes 

                            By Mary Temple 
 
 
 
What always defines family gatherings? The people, the food, the conversation, the fun.  
 
Have you ever thought of collecting family recipes? I had not until last Christmas Day. I looked around at the tables and 
benches groaning under a mountain of delicious food lovingly prepared by various members of my family present that 
day from three generations.  A fourth generation, our great grandchildren were there too, some of them had helped. 
Several dishes are a tradition some have been made for decades and are very popular. The family would be so         
disappointed if that particular cook did not bring that dish!! Then there were the recipes from those unable to be present 
that day, just as important. 
 
I remembered too Christmas Days long past where other tables groaned under delicious food prepared by some of 
those present then. Some of it even further back carefully prepared under rationing or the Depression limiting what 
could be made, some of it in the better times of later years. All made by dearly loved previous generations of our family 
on both sides. 
 
Where did those recipes come from? Some are treasured recipes from mothers, aunts and grandparents whose       
descendants have made them their own. Could they too have come from further back and we have no idea? 
 
We collect family Bibles, letters, diaries. We inherit and treasure pictures, glassware and pottery. Why not recipes? 
 
I am not necessarily talking about our recipe notebooks or those cookery books on the shelf in the kitchen though these 
are important in themselves. Many of us like me have a cookery book that goes back over 60 years given to me as a 
wedding present by a group of friends, signed by them, treasured in their memory and the memory of the fun I had    
trying out those dishes in that book. That book bears the marks of that love!! I am talking about all those recipes that 
have been handed down to us, are our own, or belong to our descendants. Some of it is verbal, some on little scraps of 
paper, some of it in old notebooks. 
 
There is a saying that a family that eats together, stays together. Most of us have memories of sitting round the dining 
table as children and then having dining tables of our own with our own families.  
 
Then there are perhaps memories too of picnics by the fireside, or in the country or at the seaside. Little memories like 
when my Dad used to bake potatoes in the ashes under the grate when we were children and my brother and I could 
hardly wait for them to be cooked. Or my mother’s one pot dinners during rationing that I can taste today as I too have 
my own versions. My father in law’s casseroles.  My Grandma’s special rice pudding that my cousin and I could never 
seem to replicate. My husband’s aunt’s sponge cake and her home made wine. Jam, chutney and pickle recipes.     
Putting an esky in the back of the car on picnics and the children wanting to see what was in it as soon as we got to the 
beach or the picnic spot. They were just the general recipes, still pretty important although not the special ones for    
family celebrations.  
 
Food is at the heart of everything we do as a family. Surely we should preserve those special recipes, even those that 
are not for special celebrations, along with everything else in our family archives. Or like not being able to identify folk in 
a photo we may have our descendants saying – how did Grandma do that dish we used to have as my cousin and I 
have done? 
 
For most of us in this society the lives of our grandparents go back at least to the beginning of last century, some of us 
to half way through the 1800’s!!!! Are any of us lucky enough to have a recipe that goes that far back? Sadly I do not 
have a written one, although I have my memories of them and have as I said my own versions. Many of us have the 
odd photo though!  
 
So shouldn’t we keep those memories alive? Perhaps make a scrapbook of all the special family recipes and any others 
that are important to us from the past and the present. Your descendants will be proud to be included with their         
ancestors. You could make it a family project. If there is a photo of the dish in a family photo put that in too. Add a photo 
of the person whose dish it is. Add some text about the person, the relationship to the family and any other context – 
perhaps a memory. Your creativity for that scrapbook will come from all those loving memories.  
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The Godfrey Family 17th Century History. 
                                                                                                                                   By Peter Godfrey 
 
 
17th Century. 
 
We left my family at the end of the 16th century with all of its religious upheavals. In that story I mentioned that          
communicating the many changes that took place to the populace would have been difficult. However, what I didn’t   
realise then was that printing began in England in 1476 with the first printing press having been manufactured by William 
Caxton. Because of this communication in the 16th century would have been better than I had imagined. 
 
We now continue into the 17th and 18th centuries and find out under what conditions they lived in during that time. 
We left my family with John Alchorne 1609 to ?, who married a Mary Spicer. 
 
   They had a son William 1643 to 1711 who married in 1666 an Elizabeth Swan 1645 to 1715, 

 
They had a daughter Elizabeth 1666 to 1718 who married in 1696 a William Russell 1659 to 1728, 

    
             They had a daughter Mary 1701 t0 1797 who married in 1724 a Robert Marchant 1702 to 1750, 
 
It was during this period that my ancestors moved from Rotherfield in Sussex to Hawkhurst in Kent, a distance of only 26 
kilometres, (not far in our terms). 
  
Mary and Robert had a daughter Jane 1736 to 1810 who married in 1758 a  

Thomas Munn 1730 to 1785, 
 
 They had a daughter Ann 1768 to 1863 who married in 1792 a William Piper 1769 to 1863. 
 
We are now in the 19th century so I will stop there until the next time. 
 
The beginning of the 17th century saw Elizabeth I on the throne, that she had ascended to in 1558. 
 

 
 
She is remembered for maintaining Protestantism in England; defeating the Spanish Armada, with the help of Francis 
Drake; maintained peace in a former divided country and created an environment where the arts flourished. It was     
during her reign that William Shakespeare, (1564 to 1616) came to fame with some 200 plays and sonnets.  
 
On 31st December 1600 she signed a Royal Charter to establish the East India Company, with the first 5 ships sailing to 
Indonesia on 21st April 1601, and which went on to create an enormous trade with the Far East. At one stage they had 
their own Army based in India. They ceased operation in 1873 when their duties were given to the crown.  
Elizabeth was known as the virgin Queen only because she never married. 
 
In 1601 the Poor Law Act was passed when people were required to pay a levy to support the poor. 
 
She died in 1603 and James I of Scotland became King of England. He survived an assassination plot by one Guy 
Fawkes, (a Catholic), who conspired to blow up the Houses of Parliament, which became known as the Gunpowder Plot. 
This is still celebrated in England with bonfires and fireworks on November 5th. Some of you will probably remember how 
we used to spend weeks making large bonfires on vacant land out of anything that would burn, sticking a stuffed figure 
of Guy on the top and then on the 5th November set fire to it with all the accompanying fireworks. This couldn’t happen 
these days with vandals only to eager to spoil the fun. I remember that it was a great family time with neighbours from all 
over joining in.  
 
In 1607 the British Colony of Jamestown was established in North America which was doomed to failure and the Colony 
only continued when a supply convoy arrived. The first slaves from Africa arrived in 1610, and thus the scourge of    
slavery continued until about 1805. 
 
The King James Bible was first published in 1611 and is still in use today in some parts of the world. James died in 1625 
and Charles I took over the throne. The period of his reign was a turbulent time  
                                                                                                                                                           Continued page 9 
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The Godfrey Family 17th Century History continued…. 
 
 
for the Brits, there was the Eleven Years Tyranny when Charles ruled without parliament, which led to two civil wars be-
tween him and Parliament and ended with his execution in 1649. Charles II becomes King and is ousted by the Scots. In 
1653 Oliver Cromwell becomes Lord Protector and after his death in 1658 his son Richard takes over until Charles II 
returns from exile and becomes King. The period of the Cromwell’s is known as the Commonwealth and during this time  
 
our genealogical records are sketchy as they were not maintained as they should have been.  
In 1665 the last bubonic plague swept through London killing some 100,000 people. In September 1666 the Great Fire 
took over a large part of central London, and destroyed some 85% of the housing. 
 
In addition, in 1665 the Five Mile Act came into force which forbade non-Anglican ministers to come within 5 miles of 
incorporated towns, (those with a mayor). 
 
Charles II died in 1685 and James became King and wanted the country to return to Catholicism, however this was 
thwarted and Parliament declared the throne vacant and William and Mary declared joint monarchs, with Mary dying in 
1694.  
  
In 1673 the Test Act was passed that prevented Catholics and Protestants who did not belong to the Church of England 
being prevented from holding public office. 
In 1694 the Bank of England was formed. 
 
How did this affect my ancestors who lived through this time? At that time many people, including mine, attended 
Church on a regular basis so they would have been affected by the new King James Bible.  
 
The Great Fire and The Plagues were not near where they lived but they would have probably known about the occur-
rences. I would hazard a guess that the changes in the monarchy had little effect on their day to day lives. 
 
The 17th century was again a period of great unrest in England and Scotland, and my people survived it all and carried 
on their lives mostly as Ag Labs, working on Manorial land, and paying tithes to the owners. I have not been able to   
determine what other activities they performed but most I think would have lived off the land. 
 
I will continue this in the next BTL with the 18th century and bring in more of my ancestors who lived during that exciting 
time in British history. 
 
                                                            oooooooooooooooooOooooooooooooooooo 
 

 
    
 
 Chow Moon 
                                                                                                                              By Peter Godfrey 
 
Some time ago I created a family tree and came across a very interesting person. For those of you into West Australian 
history you may well have come across him, and his name was Chow Moon. 
 
He was born in China in about 1798, which unfortunately is unconfirmed. He arrived in WA on the “Emily Taylor”, a 
wooden Brig, on 15 March 1830, so was one of our original pioneers. He was the first Chinese person to do so, after 
having sailed from Bombay in India. I am unsure how he got from China to India but that is another mystery. He is   
mentioned on the WA Museum Welcome Walls in Fremantle like some of us. He was a builder in Fremantle until his        
untimely death in 1877 when he was run over by a speeding mail carriage in Fremantle. As a result of this speed limits 
were introduced. 
 
The “Emily Taylor” was wrecked on 21 May 1830 in Cockburn Sound on a voyage from Albany to the Swan River, with 5 
passengers and 60 crew. You can find details of this at www.wrecksite.eu/wreck.aspx?52878, (yes it is eu not au). He 
married a Mary Thorpe, (1829 to 1886), in December 1847, and had 5 children together between 1845 and 1850, some 
prior to their marriage. The marriage certificate indicates that his Father was Chow Chingin and hers as Benjamin. 
Another interesting chapter in the history of our wonderful State of WA. 
 

Peter Godfrey July 2019. 

http://www.wrecksite.eu/wreck.aspx?52878
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Exactly 24 years ago Diane Oldman launched the first edition of  our newsletter. As you can see from the above copy of 
the cover suggestions were canvased for a name. Liz Quantock came up with the clever title of “Between the Lines”. 
This appeared in the following edition in October 1995. Diane continued as editor until Volume 5 No1 October 1999 
when Ainslie Sharpe took over. I believe that Diane served another term after that. 
 
Branch projects were listed, Keith Saw had a computer corner, apparently 3383X and 386DX were the latest things in 
technology,( I was still in the stage “PC’s will never catch on!”) . I’m interested to know what “A stich in time” was, did we 
have a sewing group? Diane has written that ‘copy and  paste’ were literally that, pasting images on the copy on the ’ 
master copy’   before it was photocopied in bulk. Teresa Lopresti edited several editions before ill health prevented her 
from continuing.  I took over several years ago from Pamela Lydford who produced the newsletter for a considerable 
time. How time flies when you are having fun! 
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Our July speaker was the author of the very popular book “Lost Perth”, Richard Offen. Richard gave us a glimpse of 
Perth gone by, Starting with early glass photos captured in the 1860’s ( taken from a collection of nearly 1000 pictures, 
one of the largest collections from that period in the world). We moved  from  the first dwellings on St. Georges Terrace 
to the Adelphi Hotel by way of the Turkish style swimming baths just off William Street to the notorious  thermal spring 
and bar at the far end of the Esplanade, not to mention the ‘Houses of  Negotiable Affections’ in Roe Street, which 
seem to over stimulate the minds of some of the audience. The talk bought back many memories, particularly for those  
members born in Perth. 

Our August speaker was Anne Giles, Anne spoke on the very interesting subject, the wonderful world of copyright. Anne presented 
a complex subject in an easy to understand way. In the 1990’s the digital age bought in major changes to the law as mountains of  
material  became available on the Internet. The most recent changes came with the latest Free Trade agreement. Anne covered    
issues such as what is copyright, what isn’t  and when does copyright expire plus many other aspects on the subject. For people who 
wish to know more the Australian Copyright Council has a excellent  website. A copy of Anne’s  PowerPoint presentation is       
available in the library. We have permission from Anne to reproduce her work! 
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Library Opening Hours 
Ground Floor, Lotteries House,  

Civic Boulevard 

Tuesday 1.00 pm—4.00 pm 

Wednesday 10.00 am—1.00 pm 

Friday 9.30 am—4.00 pm 

Closed All Other Days and Public Holidays 

 

General Meetings 

 

All Members and non-members are welcome to  
attend the General Meetings of the Society held  
every 1s Saturday of the month in the 1st Floor Meeting 
Room, Lotteries House, Civic Boulevard, Rockingham. 
   
Guest Speakers for: September,October,November 

2019. 

7th  
September 
2019 

Sandra Payle 
They went with 
songs to the battle 

5th        
October 
2019 

Alan Naber 
The history of bikes 
in WA 

2nd       
November 
2019 

Don Whittington Fremantle Cemetery 

LIBRARY MATTERS 
Co-ordinator—Verna Nazzari 

Useful Websites 
 

If any of you come across an interesting site perhaps 
you could let me know and I will put it in the next BTL so 
that all of our members can benefit. 

https//
prov.gov.au                                                                             
Wills and Probates  
1841-1925 (digitised) 1926-2016 (need to be ordered). 
Inquests  
1840-1985 (early ones are digitised later ones need to 
be ordered). 
 
https://nationallibraryofaustralia.cmail19.com/t/i-l-
nulzul-bydojhhk-a/  
 
Learning: Webinar Recordings 
In the Library’s first year of webinars, we have explored 
digital collections, Trove, family history resources,      
historical research, how to trace the history of your 
house and much more. But don’t worry if you weren’t 
able to attend—we recorded every webinar and made 
them available online.  
 
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/currency  
 
Values of old money in today’s terms and what it would 
have bought in past centuries 
 
www.deceasedonline.com  
 
Cemetery records from the UK, ever expanding site 
 
 www.mywesleyanmethodists.org.uk  
 
Informative site for those with Wesleyan ancestors  
 

 
 

Welcome to New Members  

 
 

The Family History Society of Rockingham & Districts 
Inc. would like to welcome our New Members: 
 
John Edwards 
Janette Garner 
 
Both renewed membership. 
  
 

 

https://nationallibraryofaustralia.cmail19.com/t/i-l-nulzul-bydojhhk-a/
https://nationallibraryofaustralia.cmail19.com/t/i-l-nulzul-bydojhhk-a/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/currency
http://www.deceasedonline.com
http://www.mywesleyanmethodists.org.uk

